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Hello dear friends… 

 

I just want to start out by saying how exciting it is to 

be writing this newsletter and sending it out to all of 

you… this is part of a journey the Lord began with me 

many a few years ago.  Let me explain… 

You see…from since I can remember I have always 

enjoyed being creative…I was one of those children 

that loved to color for hours upon hours…then I grew 

into craft times with mom…I can remember finding 

joy in making Christmas gifts instead of buying 

them…anyway I have scrapbooked, dabbled in 

sewing, written a couple children’s stories…but the 

most special part is how the Lord and I have brought 

this gift into our relationship.  He and I have 

conversations…with pictures!  It is beautiful how He 

does it really…the way He speaks through his 

creation… 

Now, I always knew I should share these beautiful 

conversations with others…it always seemed to be a 

“someday I will” thing…but the Lord has said, “ My 

child your ”someday” is here… 

              

                                                …so the journey begins. 

This is my lovely family! Matthaeu is 

my “gift from above”.  Fred is my 

wonderful husband…He is my friend, 

my supporter, my computer “fix it” guy 

but, mostly He is my blessing!  Then 

there’s me… 

 

 

 

 

“We are not human beings on a spiritual 

journey. We are spiritual beings on a 

human journey.” 

                                  - Stephen R. Covey 



 

 
The Conversation 

Through the Art of                                            

Plucking One’s Eyebrows 

 
Okay...this is something all the ladies will relate to...men...don't 

get discouraged. This is still worth reading...maybe you have a 

wife of girlfriend that you have seen doing this “less than fun” 

task...anyhow...G-d is in this...I promise.  

 

Okay...I think most women get their eyebrows waxed or 

plucked...or they do it themselves...but one thing we all, I am 

sure, have in common is that we do not rank it high on the "fun 

list"...I am one that occasionally gets it done by someone 

"trained" to rip out my eyebrows…but most often I pluck my 

own...why pay when I can do it for free.  

 

Anyhoot...so I am sitting here this morning plucking away...and 

the Lord begins to speak to me...at first I was wondering how 

in the world He could speak to me through such a thing...but 

then I shut up and listened to Him.  

 

It was a parable of one who gets their brows waxed and then 

does their own maintenance plucking in between waxing... 
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I suppose that would be like me...in a way...okay...so I am here plucking away...pluck, “ouch"...pluck, “ouch"...pluck, 

“ouch"...some don't hurt...but some are in more tender areas...and wow do they hurt...and it never fails with me...I think I get 

them all...then when I move into the natural light...and look in my little mirror...well...what do you figure...I missed some... 

 

I got all the dark really noticeable ones while plucking under the light of my bathroom...but when I go into the natural 

light...it illuminates things to where I can see the light hairs...or the little ones I didn't get...for me now...I have learned to sit 

in front of the natural light from the beginning...as to not miss the "hidden" hairs. You know those little hairs just don't stay 

away either...they grow back and sometimes they catch me off guard...and I have to go run get the tweezers...now I am not a 

vain person...I just don't like to see wild hairs all over my forehead and lip...I never noticed it so bad until I began getting 

them done...now it is a never ending task cycle. Oh...to be a woman...lol. 



  

Okay...so now comes the part where I get to tell you how the 

Lord turned that into a lesson for me...we go to the 

"professional" to get them waxed...and man...they get that 

wax spread on there good...gets all the hairs covered...put 

that strip on there and rip...it all comes off of there...all the 

hairs too! That is like our true repentance and salvation...we 

go to the professional...to G-d...we let him cover us with the 

blood of Jesus...and man...it takes away ALL the sins within 

us...He throws away the sin...to be forgotten...just as the 

person at the salon throws away the nasty strip with all the 

hair on it...they don't keep it...do they?...yuck!  

 

Well...now that all that sin is gone...we see how beautiful we 

look in the eyes of the Lord...we want to keep that 

beauty...and if there is sin in our life...it separates us from the 

Lord...it puts a ugly gap in the relationship...so we have to do 

maintenance...just like those ugly hairs...boy...when you have 

those freshly done brows...it is so noticeable when one or 

two ugly hairs pop up...you see though...if you aren't  

in the perfect lighting ...you can miss a hair or two...Just as with the Lord...the closer we are to Him...the more brilliant the 

light and we can see even those little things that have crept in and need plucked out of our life... 

 

Our pastor said something so profound...he said, " the trap never looks like a trap to the one it is intended for" and so it gets in 

there before you know it...it just seems to have popped up...it could be anything...t.v. ...money...sports...relationships... 

whatever comes between you and the Lord...it is a big ugly blemish..."hair" on a beautiful "forehead"...and needs to be dealt 

with. As I had said...some hairs don't hurt to be plucked as bad as others...depending on the tenderness of the area...now it can 

be like that with things in our life...it depends on our flesh...removing that may be "painful"...but...it is worth it. We need to 

keep our relationship in a "groomed" state with the Lord. Let the Holy Spirit shine in you...show you all the hidden "wild 

hairs" that may not be so easily seen.  

 

Sooo...now...I will do this task with a new view...and I think I will use the time to do reflection ...to pluck more than little 

hairs if need be...so from now on it will be... pluck, “thank you Lord"...pluck, “thank you Lord"...pluck, “thank you Lord".. . 
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Thank You! 
 

I just wanted to finish this up with a big ‘Thank You’ to everyone…I do hope that you were blessed 

and encouraged with this newsletter…that is the purpose!  I am in the beginning steps of this journey 

which is very exciting for me.  I pray that you will come along with me…I don’t know where the path 

will lead us or the length of its season…but I will go as far and long as the Lord leads… 

 

 

I think I’ll end this one with a giggle…enjoy. 

Just a Giggle… 
 

Blessings to you and yours! 
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